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Dealing with Lepide support has
been an eﬃcient use of our time
when making changes or setting
up reports. And working with the
Lepide Sales team has been a
pleasure since our sales
manager was very honest and
sincere.
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Active Directory Visibility a Priority

Why First Legal Chose LepideAuditor to Improve Their
Active Directory Visibilty and Meet HIPAA and GDPR Compliance
This case study was created to show how a global law ﬁrm in the United States was able to use LepideAuditor
to improve the security of their data and the surrounding IT infrastructure, whilst simultaneously driving down
costs and meeting both HIPAA and GDPR compliance.

First Legal is a litigation support company of
individuals united in the common purpose of
service.

The Need For a Solution
First Legal were experiencing problems with the
security and visibility of their Active Directory
environment. They did not have a real way to see
what conﬁguration and permission changes were
taking place that could be aﬀecting their security.
They also wanted an easy way to report on Active
Directory changes. Without a dedicated Data
Security Platform, this simply was not possible to
achieve. In addition to Active Directory security
concerns, First Legal had also made commitments
to become both HIPAA and GDPR compliant going
forward. This required higher levels of visibility and
detailed reporting that a Data Security Platform
could provide.

The Results
First Legal set about solving this problem as many
others do; through Google searches. They
discovered Lepide and attended their online demo
webinar. Lepide was seriously considered against a
number of other solutions, but Lepide was

eventually chosen because it was the best ﬁt to the
company requirements. They also found that the
Lepide support team were very knowledgeable
and friendly, making the whole experience more
enjoyable.
Lepide’s Data Security Platform helped First Legal
overcome the lack of visibility that they had over
their Active Directory, saving them the time it
would take to manually review event logs. The real
time alerts and scheduled reports were able to
successfully notify First Legal whenever a large
number of ﬁles were modiﬁed and when Active
Directory user permissions were added or
changed. The anomaly spotting technology also
enabled the IT team to spot anomalous user
activity and excessive unsuccessful AD logon
attempts.

